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HP Business Intelligence
Intuitive data analysis tools to improve operation efficiency
Reduce your costs by managing your print environment
with predictive analytics and proactive maintenance.

Use data to develop an
efficient, sustainable
printing fleet
Many organisations launch initiatives
to improve the efficiency of their print
environment, only to find that maintaining
those improvements creates a whole new
challenge. For every dollar spent on printing,
another nine is spent managing.1 The first step
to driving down costs to a sustainable, efficient
level for the long-term is discovering where
your adjustments can make the biggest impact.
That’s where HP Business Intelligence can help,
allowing you to collect and analyse data from
across your entire fleet.

Meet your new tools of
the trade

"For every dollar
spent on printing,
another nine is
spent managing."1

HP Business Intelligence provides a set of
advanced tools and solutions that are available
with your Managed Print Services agreement.
HP will work with you to automate data
collection and analysis so you can utilise the
insights to be proactive with maintenance,
identify opportunities to be more efficient, and
find new ways to reduce expenses. And for any
extra help, our HP experts use their experience
to assess your needs and provide the ongoing
support necessary to help you cut costs and
improve productivity.

HP Device Connect
provides a remote access connection for
gathering in-depth print data

HP Strategic Business Reviews
is a collaborative process to identify and help
accelerate cost savings, and report on the
actual value realised from your MPS contract

HP Device Control Center
offers a personalised view of your entire
fleet, helping you directly manage your
devices and gather data on-demand

HP Instant Fleet Insights
allows you to use advanced analytics
to model, predict, and optimise your
equipment’s performance
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HP Business Intelligence solution

HP Device Connect
Securely gather in-depth print data
Your printing and imaging devices are a rich
source of valuable data. HP Device Connect
helps you set up an analytic infrastructure via a
simple software installation.

HP Strategic Business Reviews

Features
• Software-only installation
• Diagnostic-level data collection
• Secure remote access
• Configuration, policy, and security
management features
• Offline data collection using HP Web Jetadmin

• Time-based strategic conversations
• Peer benchmarking

Dynamic intelligence and a trusted
strategic relationship

• Focus on analytic insights, not data

Partner with a dedicated program of
people and technologies that enable you to
anticipate, track, and optimise the impact
of your managed print services agreement,
achieving a complete understanding of your
environment.

• Cost vs. benefit analysis

HP Device Control Center
Fleet oversight, device actions, and data
on-demand
Manage your entire fleet in near-time from a
single easy-to-navigate, interactive portal.

HP Instant Fleet Insights
Advanced analytics to model, predict,
and optimise performance

• Print policy optimisation
• Reveal areas of greater savings and efficiency

Benefits
• Improve fleet manageability by using a
secure gateway
• Assess and remedy issues remotely; reducing
printer downtime and freeing up technicians
for more pressing projects
• Access a rich variety of content to enable
deeper analysis and actionable insights

• Build a trusted and strategic relationship
based on accountability, transparency,
and results
• Analyse print behaviour at all levels, from
company-wide to a single device
• Here are the tools you need to demonstrate
the value of your HP MPS agreement
• Improve strategic decision making with
valuable insights and near-time information
• Visualise business impact of proposed
changes beforehand with “what-if” scenarios

• Near-time fleet status with integrated maps,
graphs, and charts
• Automated monitoring and supply fulfillment
• Non-reporting device identification
• Automated alerts and service ticket
integration

• Predictive service capabilities
• Proactive resolution and trend analysis
• Dynamic reporting and "what-if" scenarios
• Non-reporting device identification2

• Easily update device information
• Improve problem identification and
resolution with near-time information
and alerts
• Cut through the clutter and find the
information you need with an
easy-to-use interface

• Gain insight from deep analysis of service
usage, trends, and root causes for improved
fleet optimisation
• Identify device issues before they occur and
reduce device interventions
• Continuously improve device performance

HP Field Instant Fleet Insights provides data
on in-depth device usage, health, and service
to help you identify issues with devices before
they occur.
HP Customer Instant Fleet Insights provides
direct access to insights on workflow
deficiencies and possible enhancements.

Ordering information
HP Business Intelligence tools are available as part of your HP MPS agreement.

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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